B&B HYDRAULIC SOLUTIONS (L.L.C.)
Your Partners In Fluid Conveyance

Oil & Gas    Industrial    Marine    Drydocks    Construction
B&B Hydraulic Solutions LLC, headquartered in Dubai, is a diversified Oilfield Supply Company that specializes in providing a complete range of Fluid Conveyance Products, Services & Solutions in the field of Fluid Power Technology.

At B&B, we focus on binging to our customers; a unique mix of technical expertise, state of the art Products & Services clubbed with a qualified team of professionals to identify a customer’s precise requirements and effectively deliver the best solutions to the most prominent and demanding sectors such as:

- Oil & Gas
- Industrial
- Marine
- Drydocks
- Construction
- Mining
- Services

**Why Work with B&B?**

With a branch in Abu Dhabi, and a network of foreign affiliate ventures across the GCC, we have a:

- Wide Network of End User Bases & Supply Centres across the Middle East.

A well resourced and highly customer centric organization that delivers exceptional services to its clients, helping them achieve their goals in:

- Maximizing Efficiency & Minimizing Downtime.

An organization with well established links with key principals & manufacturers to ensure a:

- Smooth & on-time Deliverance of its Products and Services.

**OUR PARTNERS**

- Trelleborg
  - Sealing Solutions
- Goodall
  - Rotary & BOP Hoses
- Sunpool
- CIDAT
  - Innovation and System Technology
- Pona Flex
  - Layflat Hoses
- Vittori
  - Italy
- CEJN
  - The Quick Connect Solution Provider
- Dutron
  - Kanaflex
- Milton
- Sara Sae
- Windlass
  - Hammer Unions
Hydraulic Range of Products

Hydraulic Hoses

Hydraulic Hose Fittings

Hydraulic Quick Couplers

UHP Thermoplastic Hose

High Pressure Jack Hose

Stainless Steel Hose & Fittings

Hydraulic Adaptors

BOP Coflex Hose & Quick Disconnect Couplings
INDUSTRIAL RANGE OF PRODUCTS

Water Suction
Petroleum Hose

Range of Industrial Hoses

Ponaflat Standard Duty
Aqualiner Heavy Duty

Ponaflat Layflat Hoses

PVC Green Suction & Clear Hose

Fire Hose & Fittings

INDUSTRIAL HOSE FITTINGS
Extended Range of Products

Types of Drilling Hoses

Kelly Hose with Integral Union

BOP Coflex Hose with Union

Concrete Hose Assembly

SS Braided Hose Assembly

Composite Hose Assembly

UHMW Chemical Hose
## Range of Flowline Products

### Hammer Unions

- Hammer Union 100 Series
- Hammer Union 200 Series
- Hammer Union 206 Series
- Hammer Union 400 Series
- Hammer Union 602 Series
- Hammer Union 1002 Series
- Hammer Union 1502 Series

### Ring Joint Gaskets

### PUP Joints

### Plug Valves

### Types of Sviwel Joints

- Style 10 M(MF)
- Style 20 MF(MM)
- Style 30 MF
- Style 50 MF
- Style 60 M(MF)
- Style 80 (MF)
- Style 100 MF (MM)
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